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Fibromyalgia is a complex chronic condition characterized by chronic

The client reported she had met all her goals in occupational therapy

widespread pain, which affects 2-8% of the general population

upon discharge and reported “I have the tools to help me feel more in

(Cohen, 2017). It is a condition involving central and peripheral

control”. The client’s COPM scores improved by 3.8 in performance and

mechanisms and can be difficult to diagnose and treat creating fear

5.6 in satisfaction. The client’s QuickDASH score improved by 29.25%

within the client and a lack of understanding of their symptoms. Pain

and the client’s QuickDASH Work Module score improved by 62.5%.

Neuroscience Education (PNE) is an educational strategy used help

The client completed the FIQR during the physician referral visit and

clients understand their symptoms and take an active self-

about one month after the completion of occupational therapy

management approach. According to Louw, Zimney, Puentedura, &

demonstrating an improved score by 26.5 points. Both the QuickDASH

Diener, 2016, PNE has been shown to decrease pain, improve patient

and the FIQR show improvement when scores decline. A lower score on

knowledge of pain, improve function and lowering disability, reduce

the QuickDASH indicates a lower upper extremity disability rating and a

psychosocial factors, enhance movement, minimize healthcare

lower score of the FIQR indicates lesser impact of fibromyalgia.

While occupational therapists use multiple education strategies in
practice, it may be beneficial to consider PNE as a valid treatment
option for persons with fibromyalgia. Geneen et al. (2015), completed a
systematic review with meta-analysis looking at the effects different
types of education to help adults understand chronic pain and they
found PNE was the only education strategy that showed a reduction in
the person’s disability rating and decreased catastrophizing by
reconceptualizing how a person thinks about their pain. Data from this
project indicates Pain Neuroscience Education may be an effective
educational strategy used in occupational therapy intervention for
persons with fibromyalgia. The client noted significant improvements

utilization. The objective of this project was to understand if PNE

in function, performance, and overall satisfaction with completion of

may be a useful educational strategy in occupational therapy practice

activities of daily living. The positive results indicate PNE may be an
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for persons with fibromyalgia.
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person on how pain works may change their beliefs about pain and
increase participation in their daily activities.
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five months for a total of nine visits. The client participated in PNE
understand how their pain works in order to cope and implement a
needed self-management strategy to decrease the severity of their
symptoms. PNE is delivered through storytelling and metaphors.
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Work Module

Physician Referral Visit
Brush or comb your hair
Walk continuously for 20 minutes
Prepare a homemade meal
Vacuum, scrub or sweep floors
Lift and carry a bag full of groceries
Climb one flight of stairs
Change bed sheets
Sit in a chair for 45 minutes
Go shopping for groceries
Fibromyalgia prevented me from…
I was completely overwhelmed by…
Rate your level of pain
Rate your level of energy
Rate your level of stiffness
Rate the quality of your sleep
Rate your level of depression
Rate your level of memory problems
Rate your level of anxiety
Rate your level of tenderness to…
Rate your level of balance problems
Rate your level of sensitivity to…

in conjunction with other interventions. PNE allows the person to

One Month after Discharge from OT
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